
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN EXODUS

Free Essay: The Role of Women in Exodus Many Jews regard Moses as one of the most important and influential
figures in the Jewish religion.

This, I would suggest, contributed greatly -- perhaps even essentially -- to his unique greatness. A Midrash
explains it this way: Balaam, the pagan prophet in the Book of Numbers chapter predicted to the Pharaoh that
a Hebrew boy would be born in Egypt who would overthrow the kingdom. In the song, she praises the Tribes
of Israel who valiantly participated in the Battle, and castigates those Tribes who, because of their cowardice,
would not go. Moses asked a ruling from God, and God confirmed the justice of the daughters' position. The
reader may notice a parallel to the act of Yehudit, who will perform a similar act of heroism approximately 1,
years later, as part of the Resistance to Greek and Hellenist oppression, at the time of Chanukah. We know
more now than we have ever known before about the world outside of Earth and our self. However, there were
several occasions when he would have perished or been killed if it had not been for the courage, wisdom, and
enterprise of women. Midwives are the traditional care providers for mothers and infants. The stories of the
bible describe brave, nurturing, and God fearing women whose decisions impacted the existence of the
Israelites. Moses was almost certainly circumcised by his parents. Notes 1 Philo, the great Jewish leader of
Alexandria wrote a biography of Moses. Freedom is the primary thing of the Seder. And that he was protected
by several women. Thus at the beginning of his life Moses is protected by Shifrah and Puah. Amram, a leader
of the Hebrews, declared that all the men should divorce their wives and cease begetting children. The Bible is
no exception. Presumably, 50 would be for a perfect man. They are not perfect; in fact each sins at different
times Aaron in the Golden Calf incident, Moses in Num. The bible in both forms The Exodus, the old
Testamant and the Luke in the new Testament is concerned primarily with the existence of god , the nature of
god, the relationship of god with his creratures , primarily humanity. Moses, however, can speak to God face
to face: 'Since then there has never been such a prophet in Israel as Moses, the man whom God knew face to
face Deut. In Hebrew usage, "knew" connotes a level of intimacy beyond speaking face to face. These
midwives jeopardised their own safety to protect and save the life of Moses and the other baby boys. We learn
that two are non-Hebrew, the daughter of Pharaoh who has a distinguished Egyptian pedigree and Zipporah
who is the daughter of a Midianite Priest. Song of Devorah The Prophetess Devorah then sings a song in
praise of G-d and of the heroes and, mainly, the heroine of the story.


